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Abstract
Future cellular networks are expected to support new communication paradigms such as machine-
type communication (MTC) services along with conventional human-type communication (HTC) ser-
vices. This requires base stations to serve a large number of devices in relatively short channel coherence
intervals, which renders allocation of orthogonal pilot sequences per-device in each cell impractical.
Furthermore, the stringent power constraints, place-and-play type connectivity and various data rate
requirements of MTC devices make it impossible for the traditional cellular architecture to accommodate
MTC and HTC services together. Massive multiple-input-multiple-output (mMIMO) technology has the
potential to allow the coexistence of HTC and MTC services, thanks to its inherent spatial multiplexing
properties and low transmission power requirements. In this work, we first tackle the optimal non-
orthogonal pilot design problem and demonstrate that the optimal pilot sequences are Welch bound
equality sequences. In the second part, we investigate the performance of a single cell under a shared
physical channel assumption for MTC and HTC services and propose a novel scheme for sharing the
time-frequency resources. The analysis reveals that mMIMO can significantly enhance the performance
of such a setup and allow the inclusion of MTC services into the cellular networks without requiring
additional resources.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the key technologies of 5G future networks is the machine-type communications
(MTC), which is projected to provide wireless connectivity to tens of billions of new devices
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2as a result of smart cities, factories, vehicles, and even common objects with sensing and
communicating capabilities [2]. A potential solution for accommodating the emerging traffic
is utilizing the already existing infrastructure of cellular networks which can provide wide area
coverage. The standardization of techniques for MTC over cellular networks is already being
considered [3]. However, the existing cellular network architectures, which are optimized to
handle human-type communications (HTC), must be modified in order to handle MTC alongside
HTC, which requires consideration of a diverse communication characteristics [4].
There are crucial problems that must be considered to achieve successful integration of MTC
services into the existing cellular networks. In particular, 5G networks will have to support a
large number of devices with low-complexity constraints and provide various data rates ranging
from nearly zero up to multiple gigabits per second with reliability for services that have stringent
latency constraints such as health-care, security, and automotive applications [5].
Another important problem is the pilot shortage problem in MTC. Future networks are ex-
pected to support unprecedented number of devices which makes it impossible to assign orthog-
onal pilots to each active device in the cell. The problem differs from the pilot contamination
problem in multi-cell setups in the sense that the contamination is due to devices within the same
cell. The performance of massive MIMO systems under pilot shortage has been investigated
in [6] where each device transmits a randomly chosen orthogonal pilot sequence. However,
the assumption that pilot sequences must be orthogonal is strictly suboptimal, which will be
demonstrated in this work, for MTC (especially for the massive MTC setup in [6]). The optimal
design of non-orthogonal pilots in massive MIMO is also considered in [7], [8]. However, in
this work, we consider a generalized case without relying on fixed power assumption [7] or
asymptotic analysis [8].
The performance of cellular networks in a setup where HTC and MTC services coexist has
been considered in [2], [9]. WiFi-based networks constitute a competitive option to cellular
networks and the integration of MTC services into the existing WiFi-based networks has been
investigated in [10]. A potential alternative is to utilize multihop short-range transmission tech-
nologies [11]. However, initial experimentations reveal the limitation of short-range technologies
for MTC applications and emphasized the requirement of a plug-and-play type of connectivity
without centralized planning which can be satisfied by long-range technologies [12].
A key technology of 5G future cellular networks is mMIMO in which the BSs are equipped
with a large number of antennas, which gives them the ability to spatially multiplex multiple
3users [13]. The mMIMO technology has been shown to enhance the performance of cellular
networks in terms of spectral efficiency for broadband HTC setups and device detection in MTC
setups [6], [14], [15]. However, to the best of authors’ knowledge, this is the first work which
considers the coexistence of HTC and MTC devices in a mMIMO setup and analyze their joint
spectral efficiency and show that mMIMO enabled cellular networks can handle MTC along
with HTC without requiring additional resources.
A. Main Contributions
In this work, we first address the non-orthogonal pilot sequence design problem and demon-
strate that the optimal pilot sequences are Welch bound equality (WBE) sequences. Furthermore,
we investigate the performance, in terms of spectral efficiency, of a mMIMO network that
concurrently serves devices that utilize HTC and MTC. Different schemes for allocating time-
frequency resources between MTC and HTC devices are proposed and compared. A novel
resource allocation scheme is proposed and compared with the orthogonal and non-orthogonal
resource allocation schemes. In particular, we answer the following questions:
• What is the optimal pilot design for MTC with massive number of devices?
• How will the existing cellular networks be affected by the dense MTC deployments?
• Can the challenges to accommodate MTC services over cellular networks be handled by
the mMIMO technology?
• Does the mMIMO technology enable the use of non-orthogonal resources for MTC and
HTC services thanks to its inherent utilization of spatial multiplexing?
This paper goes beyond the conference version given in [1] which does not consider pilot
design problem and only considers resource allocation schemes with random pilot assignment.
II. SYSTEM SETUP
We consider the uplink of a single-cell mMIMO system where a BS with M antennas is
serving K single-antenna devices. An example setup is illustrated in Fig. 1. There are two
types of devices based on the communication they require. Among these devices Km of them,
referred to as machines, require machine-type communication and the remaining Kh = K−Km
devices, referred to as humans, generate human-type traffic. Humans are assumed to be smaller
in numbers and require higher data rates compared to machines.
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Fig. 1. An M -antenna base station serves K users, of which Km are machines and Kh are humans.
The time-frequency resources are divided into coherence intervals (CI), such that each channel
is constant and frequency-flat in each interval [13]. In each CI, the channels take independent
realizations from stationary ergodic processes. In the massive MIMO context, a CI consists of
the following phases: uplink training, uplink data transmission. The downlink data transmission
can either take place in the same CI (as in time-division duplex) or in other dedicated CIs (as
in frequency-division duplex). In this paper, we focus on the uplink training and uplink data
transmission, while the downlink data transmission analysis is left as future work. Each CI
has length N (in samples) and a fraction of these samples are reserved for training whereas the
remaining ones are utilized for uplink data transmission. The allocation of samples varies among
the schemes considered and the details are provided in Section II-A.
Non-line-of-sight communication is assumed and the channel between device k and the BS
is modeled as
gk =
√
βkhk, ∀k = 1, . . . , K, (1)
where βk is the large-scale fading and hk is the small-scale fading. Each element of hk is
modeled as i.i.d. CN(0, 1). The large-scale fading coefficients are assumed to be identical across
antennas and known at the BS as they usually change very slowly which makes it possible to
acquire accurate estimates. However, the small-scale fading coefficients change independently
between CIs and are to be estimated in each CI via uplink training.
A. CI Allocation Schemes
We consider three training and data transmission schemes.
• Scheme 1: Humans and machines utilize different CIs.
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Fig. 2. Coherence interval structure for training and data transmission for three different schemes. Here, α and 1−α represent
the fraction of CIs allocated to humans, and machines in Scheme 1, respectively. In other schemes, both humans and machines
utilize same CIs.
• Scheme 2: All devices use the same training interval and data transmission interval in every
CI.
• Scheme 3: Machines are not allowed to transmit during the training period of humans,
which reduces the human’s pilot length. After the training of humans, machines transmit
their pilot sequences followed by data transmission.
Fig. 2 illustrates the CI structures for the three schemes. Scheme 1 is an orthogonal allocation
scheme in the sense that it allocates different CIs to humans and machines. Scheme 2 and 3 are
non-orthogonal schemes where both machines and humans utilize the same CIs. In Scheme 3,
we propose a novel approach by utilizing the training period of machines for data transmission
of humans, which effectively reduces the pilot overhead for humans.
III. CHANNEL ESTIMATION AND PILOT DESIGN
In conventional mMIMO setups, all K devices concurrently transmit their pilot sequences and
BS estimates the channels based on the received signal. The estimates acquired via this process,
referred as uplink training, are utilized to design combining vectors for uplink data transmission
(and precoding vectors for downlink data transmission).
The pilot sequences are generally assumed to be mutually orthogonal for users within a cell.
These assumptions on pilot sequences are not realistic for some scenarios in future wireless
6networks, such as massive MTC with a large number of devices, since it requires many pilots
and cumbersome access procedures for pilot assignment [6]. Moreover, constraints on the uplink
power budget and excessive overhead signaling compel the use of non-orthogonal pilots for MTC
[2], [16].
In this work, it is assumed that the humans require higher data rates and are smaller in numbers
compared to machines, i.e., Kh < Km. As a result, the humans have the privilege to orthogonal
pilots, whereas it is not possible to assign orthogonal pilot to machines due to the large number
of machines. Moreover, machines are assumed to be low-powered, and low complexity devices
which require lower rates. Hence, allocating orthogonal resources to machines requires excessive
overhead signaling1.
Let
√
Npϕk ∈ CNp×1 denote the Np-length pilot signal for the kth device with ‖ϕk‖2 = 1. It
is assumed that humans are always allocated orthogonal pilots. Hence,
ϕHk ϕi = 0, ∀k ∈ {1, . . . , Kh}, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , K} \ {k}, (2)
with SC-2 and
ϕHk ϕi = 0, ∀k ∈ {1, . . . , Kh}, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , Kh} \ {k}, (3)
with SC-1 and SC-3.
For machines, non-orthogonal pilots are utilized and we investigate the problem of designing
optimal non-orthogonal sequences in terms of channel estimation error. In SC-1 and SC-2, the
active devices concurrently transmit their pilot sequences and the composite received signal at
the BS is
Y =
√
Np
∑
k′∈K1
√
qk′gk′ϕ
H
k′ + Z, (4)
in SC-1. Here, Z ∈ CM×Np is the noise matrix with i.i.d. CN(0, σ2) elements and qk′ denotes
the transmission power of pilot symbols for user k′. The set of active devices K1 is either equal
to Km or Kh, i.e., the set of machines or humans. In SC-2 the received signal at the BS is
Y =
√
Np
∑
k′∈Kh
√
qk′gk′ϕ
H
k′ +
√
Np
∑
k′∈Km
√
qk′gk′ϕ
H
k′ + Z, (5)
1There are exceptions to the low data rate assumption of machines, such as surveillance applications [17]. In these cases the
machines with high data rate requirements may be treated as humans.
7In SC-3, the humans transmit data while machines are training and the composite received signal
at the BS during the training of machines is
Y =
∑
k′∈Kh
gk′x
H
k′ +
√
Nmp
∑
k′∈Km
√
qk′gk′ϕ
H
k′ + Z (6)
where xk =
√
pksk and each element of sk is a unit power symbol to be conveyed by device k.
In this work, our focus is on the design of optimal non-orthogonal pilot sequences and we leave
the joint pilot and data transmit power control problem as future work. Under this assumption,
the first term in (6) can be treated as additive (but not Gaussian) noise. This allows us focus on
the training of machines with non-orthogonal pilots and to generalize (4), (5), and (6) as
Y =
√
Np
∑
k′∈K
√
qk′gk′ϕ
H
k′ + Z˜, (7)
where the set of active devices depends on the scheme.
In order to estimate the channel of device k ∈ Km, the BS performs a de-spreading operation
on the received signal:
yk = Yϕk,
=
√
Npqkgk +
√
Np
∑
k′∈Km\{k}
√
qkgk′ϕ
H
k′ϕk + z
′,
=
√
Npβkqkhk+
√
Np
∑
k′∈Km\{k}
√
βk′qk′hk′ϕ
H
k′ϕk+ z
′, (8)
where z′ = Z˜ϕk has i.i.d. CN(0, σ
2) elements, since ‖ϕk‖2 = 1, for SC-1 and SC-2. For SC-3,
z′ has i.i.d. elements, however it is not necessarily Gaussian. Then, the BS either utilizes the
least squares (LS) estimator or linear minimum mean-square error (LMMSE) estimator to obtain
the channel estimate hˆk. The LS estimate for device k is,
hˆLSk = yk(
√
Npβkqk)
−1,
= hk +
∑
k′∈Km\{k}
√
Npβk′qk′hk′ϕ
H
k′ϕk + z
′√
Npβkqk
. (9)
The estimation error for device k is
h˜LSk = hˆ
LS
k − hk, (10)
=
∑
k′∈Km\{k}
√
Npβk′qk′hk′ϕ
H
k′ϕk + z
′√
Npβkqk
. (11)
8The mean square of the mth element of h˜LSk with respect to the small-scale fading coefficients,
h and noise, z, is given by
eLSk = Eh,z
[∣∣∣[h˜LSk ]
m
∣∣∣2] (12)
=
Np
∑
k′∈Km\{k}
βk′qk′
∣∣ϕHk′ϕk∣∣2 + σ2
Npβkqk
. (13)
Remark 1: The expectation in (12) can also be taken with respect to the pilot sequences which
allows us to consider random schemes such as the ones presented in [1], [6] where each device
chooses one of the Np orthogonal pilot sequences randomly. In these cases, the mean square of
the mth element of h˜k with respect to the small-scale fading coefficients, h, noise, z and the
set of pilot sequences, φ, is given by
eLSk = Eφ
[
Eh,z
[∣∣∣[h˜LSk ]
m
∣∣∣2 |φ]] (14)
= Eφ
[
Np
∑
k′∈Km\{k}
βk′qk′
∣∣ϕHk′ϕk∣∣2 + σ2
Npβkqk
]
, (15)
=
Np
∑
k′∈Km\{k}
βk′qk′Eφ
[∣∣ϕHk′ϕk∣∣2]+ σ2
Npβkqk
. (16)
These random pilot allocation approaches have desirable advantages for massive MTC setups
such as being simple and not requiring any coordination between devices. However, these
approaches, as we will demonstrate later, are strictly suboptimal in terms of channel estimation
performance.
Next, we consider the LMMSE estimator which is widely used in the massive MIMO context
[13]. The channel estimate given by the LMMSE estimator based on (8) is as follows:
hˆLMMSEk =
√
Npβkqk
Np
∑
k′∈Km
βk′qk′ |ϕHk′ϕk|2 + σ2
yk. (17)
The LMMSE estimate hˆLMMSEk has M i.i.d. elements and the mean-square of the mth component
is
γk = Eh,z
[∣∣∣[hˆLMMSEk ]
m
∣∣∣2] = Npβkqk
Np
∑
k′∈Km
βk′qk′|ϕHk′ϕk|2 + σ2
, (18)
9where Eh,z denotes the expectation with respect to mth component of h and z. Let h˜
LMMSE
k =
hˆLMMSEk − hk denote the channel estimation error of device k and the mean-square estimation
error of the mth component is given by
eLMMSEk = Eh,z
[∣∣∣[h˜LMMSEk ]
m
∣∣∣2] = 1− Npβkqk
Np
∑
k′∈Km
βk′qk′|ϕHk′ϕk|2 + σ2
. (19)
For the cases where humans transmit data during machines training (SC-3), the LMMSE esti-
mator is no longer the true MMSE estimator, however, the succeeding analysis is still valid for
all the schemes considered.
We consider the problem of min-max estimation error optimization and aim to find the optimal
pilot sequences for machines which provide the min-max solution
e∗ = min
q,φ
max
k∈Km
ek, (20)
where the minimization is with respect to the pilot transmission powers, q = [q1, . . . , qKm]
T ,
and pilot sequences, φ. First, we investigate the case without any power constraints, i.e., each
element of q is only assumed to be non-negative. The case with power constraints is analyzed
in Section III-B. The set of pilot sequences considered, φ contains vectors of the form
√
Npϕk
with, where ϕk ∈ CNp×1 and ‖ϕk‖2 = 1 for all k ∈ Km.
First note that, e∗ is achieved when e1 = e2 = . . . = eK which can be proved as follows.
Suppose e∗ can only be achieved when devices have different ek’s and consider a case where
e1 < e2 = . . . ,= eK = e
∗ for a given pilot sequence. Then, by reducing the transmit power, q1,
of device 1, it is possible to obtain a smaller or equal error for other devices which results in
e∗ = e1 = e2 = . . . = eK . This contradicts the initial assumption that e
∗ can only be achieved
when devices have different channel estimation errors.
Consider the least-squares estimator error given by (12) which can be rewritten in vector
notation as
Φµ+ η = eµ, (21)
where
Φ =


0
∣∣ϕH2 ϕ1∣∣2 . . . ∣∣ϕHKϕ1∣∣2∣∣ϕH1 ϕ2∣∣2 0 . . . ∣∣ϕHKϕ2∣∣2
...
. . .
...∣∣ϕH1 ϕK∣∣2 . . . 0

 , (22)
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and
µ = [µ1, . . . , µK ]
T , (23)
with µj = βjqj for all j ∈ Km. e is the squared error aimed for each device and the normalized
noise vector is
η =
σ2
Np
1, (24)
where 1 is the all ones vector. Re-writing (21) as
1
1 + e
Φ¯µ+ η¯ = µ, (25)
where Φ¯ = Φ + I and η¯ = η/(1 + e), the minimum power solution for a given e is
µ∗ =
(
I− 1
1 + e
Φ¯
)−1
η¯, (26)
and there exist a positive µ such that the mean square channel estimation error is e for each
device if and only if the spectral radius of Φ¯, denoted by ρ(Φ¯), is less than 1 + e [18]. Note
that, it is assumed that there are no constraint on pilot transmit powers to make the problem
tractable (Similar result may be obtained by assuming the thermal noise is negligible) and the
investigation under a setup with power constraints is presented in Section III-B. Based on (26),
the following can be stated.
Lemma 1: The min-max total squared channel estimation error, e∗ is obtained when ρ(Φ¯) is
minimized with respect to ϕ1, . . . ,ϕK .
An important observation is that e∗ is independent of the pilot transmission powers and
only depends on the expected correlation between the pilot sequences. Next, we investigate
the minimum spectral radius of Φ¯.
Φ¯ is a non-negative matrix by definition and hence ρ(Φ¯) is an eigenvalue of Φ¯ [19, Theorem
8.3.1]. Furthermore, it is a symmetric matrix and a bound on its spectral radius is given by the
following lemma.
Lemma 2 (Theorem 3.2 in [20]): Let A be an L× L non-negative symmetric matrix. Then
ρ(A) ≥
√∑L
i=1 d
2
i
L
, (27)
where dj is the jth row sum of A and the equality is achieved when A has equal row and
column sums.
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Using the Jensen’s inequality, Lemma 2 can be extended as follows√∑L
i=1 d
2
i
L
≥ 1
L
L∑
i=1
di (28)
with equality if and only if d1 = d2 . . . ,= dn. Using the bounds given in (27) and (28) on Φ¯,
we obtain
ρ(Φ¯) ≥
√√√√∑Kmi=1 (∑Kmj=1 |ϕHi ϕj|2)2
Km
≥ 1
Km
Km∑
i=1
Km∑
j=1
|ϕHi ϕj |2 ≥
Km
Np
, (29)
where the last inequality follows from the Welch bound [21], defined in Appendix A. Any
set of vectors satisfying Welch bound is known as Welch bound equality sequences (WBE).
Furthermore, any WBE sequence, ϕ1, . . . ,ϕKm in C
Np , has the following property [22]
Km∑
j=1
|ϕHi ϕj|2 =
Km
Np
, ∀i = 1, . . . , Km. (30)
Hence, WBE sequences satisfy the inequalities in (29) with equality and provides the minimum
ρ(Φ¯) = Km/Np. Based on Lemma 1, it can be concluded that WBE sequences minimizes the
min-max total squared channel estimation error for the LS estimator. Furthermore, a similar
analysis based on (16) reveals that WBE sequences also minimize the min-max total squared
channel estimation error for random pilot allocation schemes with the LS estimator.
Similarly, the mean square error for the LMMSE estimator given by (19) can be rewritten in
vector notation as follows
(1− e) (Φ¯µ+ η) = µ, (31)
and the minimum power solution is
µ∗ =
(
I− (1− e) Φ¯)−1 (1− e)η. (32)
Similar to the LS case, there exist a positive µ such that the mean square channel estimation
error is e for each device if and only if ρ(Φ¯), is less than 1/ (1− e) [18]. The rest of the analysis
follows the same steps given in LS case and is therefore omitted. A crucial difference with the
MMSE estimator case is that only deterministic pilot allocation schemes are considered, i.e.,
E
[|ϕHi ϕj |2] = |ϕHi ϕj|2. Hence, the performance of random allocation schemes with MMSE
estimator are investigated numerically.
The analysis provided above allows us to state the following result regarding the optimal pilot
sequences.
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Theorem 1: Consider a system with a set of Np-length pilot sequences ϕ1, . . . , ϕKm for training
where Km ≥ Np and the channel estimates are acquired via LS or LMMSE estimators. Then,
the set of pilot sequences that minimizes the maximum mean-square error if the pilot sequences
satisfy the Welch bound with equality.
Theorem 1 considers pilot sequences with length Np ≤ Km and when Km = Np the pilot
sequences becomes orthogonal. The definition of Welch bound and sequences satisfying the
bound is given in Appendix A.
The design of WBE codes is fairly straightforward and extensively investigated in the literature
[23]. An example of a structured WBE codebook is given in [24], which utilizes normalized Np
distinct rows of a Km ×Km FFT matrix. The pilot sequence for device k is
ϕk =
1√
Np


ej
2pi
Km
u1(k−1)
ej
2pi
Km
u2(k−1)
...
ej
2pi
Km
uNp (k−1)

 (33)
where u =
[
u1, . . . , uNp
]T
is a vector consisting of Np parameters is to be selected. A simple
choice of ui = i for all i = 1, . . . , Np provides a set of WBE sequences without any consideration
of min-max correlation. Hence, assuming that the set of active devices is known, each device
can generate its pilot sequence using (33).
A. MMSE vs LS
Next we compare the performance of the two estimation techniques under a setup where WBE
sequences are utilized as pilots. Based on the analysis above, we can state the following.
Lemma 3: Consider a system with Km users and Np-length WBE pilot sequences used
for uplink training. Then, the achievable min-max channel estimation error, eLMMSE, with the
LMMSE estimator is bounded as
eLMMSE ≥ Km −Np
Km
, (34)
and the error, eLS, with the LS estimator is bounded as
eLS ≥ Km −Np
Np
, (35)
for Np ≤ Km.
13
Proof: Recall that it is possible to achieve the mean square channel estimation error, e, for
each device if and only if ρ(Φ¯), is less than 1/ (1− e) with the LMMSE estimator. Then, we
have
ρ(Φ¯) ≤ 1
1− eLMMSE , (36)
1− 1
ρ(Φ¯)
≤ eLMMSE. (37)
The lower bound for eLMMSE is achieved when ρ(Φ¯) is minimized and the minimum ρ(Φ¯) =
Km/Np, which is given in (29). Hence, the minimum e
LMMSE given by (34) is achieved when
ρ(Φ¯) = Km/Np. Similarly, for the LS estimator case, we have
ρ(Φ¯) ≤ 1 + eLS, (38)
ρ(Φ¯)− 1 ≤ eLS. (39)
Using, the minimum ρ(Φ¯) = Km/Np, (35) can be obtained which concludes the proof.
The bounds given by Lemma 3 provides a performance limits for WBE sequences. The bounds
can only be achieved as SNR → ∞. In Fig. 3, the normalized mean squared error (NMSE) of
channel estimates, E{‖hk − hˆk‖2}/M , for WBE sequences and RPA scheme is depicted with
LMMSE and LS estimators. In this particular example, the pilot sequence length is Np = 10
and Km = 20. As expected, the LMMSE estimator provides better performance than the LS
estimator for both pilot sequences. An interesting result is that the RPA scheme performs close
to the optimal WBE sequences with LMMSE, especially at higher SNRs which suggests it might
be a good allocation scheme for massive MTC where ability to operate without coordination is a
desirable property. However, results presented based on channel estimation errors for a particular
case should not be used to draw general conclusions.
Fig. 4 provides a comparison of RPA and WBE based pilot sequences in terms of achievable
ergodic rates. In this example, two cases with different number of machines are considered and
the curves depict the achievable rates based on maximum ratio combining. The rate expression
and its derivation are detailed in Section IV-A. The results suggests that it is possible to provide
a given data rate to a higher number of machines by assigning them WBE pilot sequences
instead of utilizing RPA scheme. The performance difference between different pilot sequences
is most significant when Np ≈ Km which is expected as at Np = Km WBE sequences become
orthogonal sequences.
14
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Fig. 3. Normalized mean channel estimation error as a function of SNR, for pilot sequence length, Np = 10, number of machine
devices, Km = 20 and number of BS antennas, M = 50.
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Fig. 4. Achievable rate as a function of machine pilot length for different number of devices, under a setup with number of
BS antennas, M = 500 and coherence interval length, N = 250.
B. Optimal Transmit Powers
The analysis provided so far demonstrates that the optimal pilot sequences are WBE sequences,
however WBE sequences are not unique for a given Np and Km. Next, we consider the transmit
powers required for WBE sequences and state the following.
Lemma 4: Consider a system with a set of Np-length WBE sequence utilized for training
where Km ≥ Np and let q∗ denote the minimum power required for a given e. Then, any WBE
sequence can provide the same e with identical q∗.
15
Proof: Consider two different the power vectors q∗1 and q
∗
2 for two WBE sequences which
provides the same e. The minimum power vectors are given by (26):
q∗i = B
−1
(
I− 1
1 + e
Φ¯i
)−1
η¯, for i = 1, 2. (40)
Even though, Φ¯1 and Φ¯2 are not necessarily identical, their row and column sums are identical.
Hence, the inverse
(
I− 1
1+e
Φ¯1
)−1
and
(
I− 1
1+e
Φ¯2
)−1
also have identical row sums and(
I− 1
1 + e
Φ¯1
)−1
η¯ =
(
I− 1
1 + e
Φ¯2
)−1
η¯ (41)
which concludes the proof.
Lemma 4 demonstrates that the required power vectors are identical for any WBE sequence.
The result can further be extended to provide a closed form expression for the minimum power
vector, q∗ = [q∗1, . . . , q
∗
Km
]T as follows:
q∗k =
σ2
(Np (1 + e)−Km) βk , for k = 1, . . . , Km, (42)
with the LS estimator and
q∗k =
σ2 (1− e)
(Np −Km (1− e))βk , for k = 1, . . . , Km, (43)
with the LMMSE estimator. Equations (42) and (43) shows that the transmission powers depend
on the pilot length, number of users, target channel estimation error and large-scale fading coef-
ficients. Since, Np, Km and e are identical for each user, the difference between the transmission
powers are due to βk’s. In a practical system with power constraints, if a user is not able to
provide the required power, then either, Np must be increased or the system should be adjusted
for a higher e.
C. Pilot Transmission Power Control
In this part, we investigate the pilot transmission power control problem for both humans and
machines2. It is assumed that humans transmit with maximum power during uplink training,
which is reasonable since they are allocated orthogonal pilots and there is no incentive to utilize
any power level below the maximum. However, this is not the case for the machines.
2 We leave the joint pilot and data transmit power control problem as future work and assume that power control during
uplink training and data transmission are disjoint problems.
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In order to determine a realistic power control strategy for MTC, different constraints (based
on the MTC scenario) must be considered. For example, in ultra-reliable MTC (uMTC) which
requires reliable communication with low latency, elaborate power control schemes may be
employed whereas simple power control strategies are suitable for MTC scenarios with low-
complexity, low-power devices. Especially, for the mMTC uplink, complex power control ap-
proaches based on small-scale fading coefficients are not practical as accurate channel state
information can only be acquired by allocating additional resources. Furthermore, mMTC devices
usually require low bit-rates and transmit small packages which makes elaborate power control
techniques redundant for these low-complexity devices.
The results of (42) and (43) suggests that the transmit power of machines should scale inversely
proportional to their large-scale fading coefficients. Therefore, we employ statistical channel
inversion (SCI) power control for machines during training. SCI is a power control technique
that only relies on the large-scale fading and helps to combat the near-far effect [25]. Such an
approach especially benefits devices with weaker channel gains. In SCI, the devices adjust their
powers as follows:
qk = q
max
ul
βmin
βk
, (44)
where βmin represents the large-scale fading coefficient of a device at cell edge and q
max
ul denotes
the maximum transmission power. With SCI, each device’s transmission power scale inversely
proportionally with respect to their large-scale coefficients during uplink training.
IV. ACHIEVABLE RATE ANALYSIS
In this section, the achievable rates of the three schemes illustrated in Fig. 2 are investigated.
Each scheme has an uplink training phase followed by data transmission. Although we consider
the case where the channel estimates are acquired via LMMSE estimator, the extension to LS
estimators or other alternative estimators is straight-forward.
A. Analysis of Scheme 1
In Scheme 1 (SC-1), humans and machines utilize different CIs which prevents any interference
between them. The active devices concurrently transmit their pilot sequences and the channel
estimates of active devices are acquired. In SC-1 either humans or machines are active i.e.,
K = Kh or K = Km.
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Let sk denote the unit power symbol to be conveyed by device k. Then, device k transmits
xk =
√
pksk, where pk is the data transmit power of device k. In order to detect the data symbols
of the kth device, the BS employs the maximum ratio combining (MRC) with the combining
vector
vˆk =
1
γk
√
M
hˆk (45)
to compute the inner product with the received signal,
y =
∑
k′∈K
gk′xk′ + z (46)
as
yk = v
H
k y =
∑
k′∈K
vHk gk′xk′ + v
H
k z. (47)
Based on (47), the achievable rate of device k is given by
Rk = αk
(
Nd
N
)
log2 (1 + Γk) (48)
where the effective SINR term in (48) is given by [26]
Γk =
|E{yks∗k}|2
E{|yk|2} − |E{yks∗k}|2
, (49)
and
Nd =


N −Nhp , if k ∈ Kh,
N −Nmp , if k ∈ Km.
(50)
Here, Nhp and N
m
p are the pilot lengths for humans and machines, respectively. αk ∈ [0, 1]
represents the fraction of CIs assigned to humans/machines. For SC-1, we have the following
result.
Lemma 5: The achievable rate of device k under Scheme 1 is
Rk = αk
(
Nd
N
)
log2 (1 + Γk) (51)
where Γk is the effective SINR for device k and is given by
Γk =


Mβkpk
1
γk

 ∑
k′∈Kh
pk′βk′+σ
2


, if k ∈ Kh,
Mβkpk
1
γ¯k
( ∑
k′∈Km
pk′βk′+σ
2
)
+M
∑
k′∈Kkm
p
k′
q
k′
β2
k′
Eφ
[|ϕH
k′
ϕk|2
]
qkβk
, if k ∈ Km,
(52)
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where Kkm = Km\{k} and
γ¯k = Eφ
{
1
γk
}−1
=
Nmp qkβk
Nmp
∑
k′∈Km
qk′βk′Eφ
[
|ϕHk′ϕk|2
]
+ σ2
, ∀k ∈ Km.
Proof: See Appendix B.
Note that in (52), the effective SINR with random pilot allocations is also considered as
the expectation can be taken with respect to pilot sequences. There is no interference between
humans and machines since they are served orthogonally. Furthermore, since humans are assigned
orthogonal pilots, there is no pilot contamination and therefore, no coherent interference, i.e.,
interference that scales with the number of antennas, between humans. However, there is coherent
interference between machines as a result of non-orthogonal pilots.
B. Analysis of Scheme 2
In SC-2, each device uses Np symbols for training and N −Np symbols for data. To find the
corresponding rate of device k, we utilize the bounding techniques given in [13] and state the
following:
Lemma 6: The achievable rate of device k under Scheme 2 is
Rk =
(
N −Np
N
)
log2 (1 + Γk) (53)
where Γk is the effective SINR for device k and is given by
Γk =


Mβkpk
1
γk
( ∑
k′∈K
pk′βk′+σ
2
) , if k ∈ Kh,
Mβkpk
1
γ¯k
( ∑
k′∈K
pk′βk′+σ
2
)
+M
∑
k′∈Kkm
p
k′
q
k′
β2
k′
Eφ
[|ϕH
k′
ϕk|2
]
qkβk
, if k ∈ Km,
(54)
where
γ¯k = Eφ
{
1
γk
}−1
=
Npqkβk
Np
∑
k′∈Km
qk′βk′Eφ
[
|ϕHk′ϕk|2
]
+ σ2
, ∀k ∈ Km.
Proof: See Appendix C.
The effective SINRs given by (54) reveals that as long as orthogonal pilots are assigned to
humans, the integration of machines into an existing network does not create coherent interference
to the humans. Hence, as M grows, the effect of the additional interference originating from
machines vanishes. However, this is not the case for machines as they suffer coherent interference
due to the use of non-orthogonal pilots. Notice that the intra-class coherent interference also
depends on the choice of pilot sequences.
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C. Analysis of Scheme 3
In SC-3, the machines are silent during the training of humans and send their pilot sequences
while humans are transmitting data. This scheme favors humans in the sense that, they start
transmitting data immediately after training without considering the training of machines. The
LMMSE channel estimate for machines is
hˆk =
√
Nmp qkβk
Nmp
∑
k′∈Km
qk′βk′|ϕHk′ϕk|2 +
∑
k′∈Kh
pk′βk′ + σ2
yk, ∀k ∈ Km, (55)
which is not the MMSE estimator since
yk =
∑
k′∈Kh
gk′x
H
k′ϕk +
√
Nmp
∑
k′∈Km
√
qk′gk′ϕ
H
k′ϕk + z
′ (56)
is not Gaussian due the first term as xk =
√
pksk, where each element of sk is a unit power
symbol to be conveyed by device k. Notice that the human’s data symbols transmitted during
machine training phase, introduce coherent interference from humans to machines and deteriorate
their channel estimation quality.
Lemma 7: The achievable rate of device k ∈ Km under Scheme 3 is
Rk =
(
N −Nhp −Nmp
N
)
log2 (1 + Γk) (57)
where Γk is given by
Γk =
Mpkβk
1
γ¯k
( ∑
k′∈K
pk′βk′ + σ2
)
+M
( ∑
k′∈Kkm
pk′qk′β
2
k′
Eφ
[|ϕH
k′
ϕk|2
]
qkβk
+
∑
k′∈Kh
p2
k′
β2
k′
Nmp qkβk
) , (58)
and
γ¯k = Eφ
{
1
γk
}−1
=
Nmp qkβk
Nmp
∑
k′∈Km
qk′βk′Eφ
[
|ϕHk′ϕk|2
]
+
∑
k′∈Kh
pk′βk′ + σ2
, ∀k ∈ Km. (59)
For humans, k ∈ Kh, the achievable rate under SC-3 is given by3
Rk =
(
Nmp
N
)
log2 (1 + Γk,1) +
(
N −Nhp −Nmp
N
)
log2 (1 + Γk,2) (60)
3In the conference version [1], the provided rate expression of humans for Scheme 3 is only valid under the assumption
that machines use the same transmit power during both training and data transmission. Here, we provide a rate expression for
humans without any assumptions on the power levels of the machines.
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where
Γk,1 =
Mβkpk
1
γk
( ∑
k′∈Kh
pk′βk′ +
∑
k′∈Km
qk′βk′ + σ2
) , k ∈ Kh, (61)
and
Γk,2 =
Mβkpk
1
γk
( ∑
k′∈K
pk′βk′ + σ2
) , k ∈ Kh, (62)
Proof: See Appendix D.
In SC-3, humans start data transmission after training without waiting for the training of machines
to finish. Hence, the number of available data symbols for humans is higher in SC-3 which comes
at a cost of causing coherent interference to the machines. This also results in two different
terms in (60), which corresponds to different achievable rates by humans during the training of
machines and data transmission of machines.
D. Zero-Forcing Receiver
So far, we have only considered MRC, however, mMIMO provides another linear combining
technique, zero-forcing (ZF), which aims to cancel interference between devices. In this part,
we assume that ZF is utilized for humans while machines still employ MRC at the receiver and
derive ergodic rate expression for the three schemes introduced in Section II-A.
Remark 2: It should be noted that the rate expressions of the machines are not affected by
using ZF receiver for humans, hence the expressions given in previous sections are valid for
machines.
During the training phase, humans utilize orthogonal pilots, and after de-spreading of the
received composite signal, we have
yk =
√
Npβkqkhk + z
′, ∀k ∈ Kh. (63)
Based on (63), the LMMSE estimate of device k is
hˆLMMSEk =
√
Npβkqk
Npβkqk + σ2
yk, ∀k ∈ Kh, (64)
which is identical for all the schemes. The mean-square of the channel estimate is
γk = Eh,z
[∣∣∣[hˆLMMSEk ]
m
∣∣∣2] = Npβkqk
Npβkqk + σ2
, ∀k ∈ Kh. (65)
Next, we investigate the achievable rates of humans under different schemes.
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SC-1 : The achievable rate of device k under SC-1 is
Rk = αk
(
Nd
N
)
log2 (1 + Γk) , (66)
where Γk is the effective SINR for device k and is given by
Γk =
(M −Kh) γkβkpk∑
k′∈Kh
pk′βk′ (1− γk′) + σ2 , ∀k ∈ Kh. (67)
SC-2 : The achievable rate of device k under SC-2 is
Rk =
(
N −Np
N
)
log2 (1 + Γk) , (68)
where Γk is given by
Γk =
(M −Kh) γkβkpk∑
k′∈Kh
pk′βk′ (1− γk′) +
∑
k′∈Km
pk′βk′ + σ2
, ∀k ∈ Kh. (69)
SC-3 : In this scheme, the rate of the humans is given by
Rk =
(
Nmp
N
)
log2 (1 + Γk,1) +
(
N −Nhp −Nmp
N
)
log2 (1 + Γk,2) , (70)
where
Γk,1 =
(M −Kh) γkβkpk∑
k′∈Kh
pk′βk′ (1− γk′) +
∑
k′∈Km
qk′βk′ + σ2
, ∀k ∈ Kh, (71)
and
Γk,2 =
(M −Kh) γkβkpk∑
k′∈Kh
pk′βk′ (1− γk′) +
∑
k′∈Km
pk′βk′ + σ2
, ∀k ∈ Kh. (72)
The rate expressions can be derived by replacing the terms, M in the coherent gain by M −Kh,
and replacing βk by βk (1− γk) in the interference term for all k ∈ Kh. This is analogous to
how the expressions for ZF and MRC are related in [13, Section 3.2].
E. Asymptotic Analysis
In order to gain further insights into the performance of the resource allocation schemes under
a massive MIMO setup, the asymptotic limits of the rate expressions as M →∞ are investigated
in this section. The analysis reveals the limitations of the system due to the coherent interference.
Note that as M →∞, the rate of humans, Rk →∞, ∀k ∈ Kh in all of the schemes considered.
This is to be expected as humans suffer no coherent interference thanks to the orthogonal pilots
allocated for them. However, this is not the case for machines and the asymptotic limits are
summarized as follows.
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TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS
System Parameter Value
Path loss at distance d (km) 130 + 37.6 log
10
(d)
Cell Radius 250m
Minimum Distance (dmin) 20m
Total Noise Power (Bwσ
2) 2·10−13 W
Maximum UL-Transmit Power (ρmaxul ) 1W
Number of Humans (Kh) 5
Number of Machines (Km) 45
Corollary 2: The achievable SINR for device k ∈ Km as M →∞ is given by
Γk =


βkpk
∑
k′∈Kkm
p
k′
q
k′
β2
k′
Eφ
[|ϕHk′ϕk|2
]
qkβk
, for SC-1 and SC-2,
βkpk
 ∑
k′∈Kkm
p
k′
q
k′
β2
k′
Eφ
[|ϕHk′ϕk|2
]
qkβk
+
∑
k′∈Kh
p2
k′
β2
k′
Nmp qkβk


, for SC-3.
(73)
The proof follows from taking the limit in (52), (54) and (58). The asymptotic analysis shows
that SC-1 and SC-2 are equivalent in terms of asymptotic SINR whereas in SC-3 machines suffer
from additional coherent interference originating from humans. In both cases, the effective SINR
increases with the pilot length of machines, which is not necessarily identical for each scheme.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, numerical results are presented for the schemes introduced in Section II and
analyzed in Section IV. The simulation setup consists of a single cell where the humans and ma-
chines are uniformly and independently distributed. The simulation parameters are summarized
in Table I.
The asymptotic limits provided in Corollary 2 and the ergodic achievable rate with respect to
the number of BS antennas are depicted in Fig. 5. Note that in each of the schemes Rh → ∞
as M → ∞ and therefore only the ergodic achievable rates of machines are included in
the simulations. The curves are obtained by employing SCI during both training and data
transmission. The pilot lengths are optimized at eachM for all schemes considered by employing
a grid search. For each scheme the WBE sequences give a better performance compared to
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Fig. 5. Achievable ergodic rate and asymptotic limits for machines with each scheme respect to number of antennas.
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Fig. 6. Rate regions for max-min rates obtained via different schemes for 50 devices, Kh = 5, Km = 45 with M = 100 and
coherence interval length, N = 100.
RPA. Among the schemes considered SC-2 provides the best rate as in this scheme all of the
coherence intervals are utilized by the machines and there is no coherent interference originating
from humans.
Fig. 6 depicts the rate regions for the schemes described in Section IV for different pilot
allocation methods. Here, Rh and Rm denotes the max-min rate for humans and machines
respectively. The rate curves are obtained by maximizing the minimum rate with respect to
the transmit powers and the machine pilot length Nmp . This optimization problem is solved by
formulating it as a geometric programming problem and using CVX to obtain the solution [27].
The pilot length of humans is fixed at Nhp = Kh, which creates the difference between schemes
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Fig. 7. Rate regions for max-min rates obtained for different number of BS antennas with K = 50 devices (Kh = 5, Km = 45)
and coherence interval length N = 100.
when Rh = 0. When there is only one type of active device in a given CI, i.e., either only humans
or machines, SC-1 performs the best. However, for the cases where machines and humans coexist,
allowing transmission from both results in a higher ergodic achievable rate as illustrated by the
non-orthogonal SC-2 and SC-3. Each scheme shows significant improvements when the training
is accomplished via WBE sequences compared to RPA. Among the non-orthogonal schemes,
the new proposed SC-3 performs the best.
The impact of the number of antennas is illustrated in Fig. 7. For this particular example, the
training is carried out using WBE sequences at each of the cases considered. As M increases
the non-orthogonal schemes (SC-2, SC-3) outperform orthogonal scheme (SC-1) due to two im-
portant reasons. First, the effect of the non-coherent interference between humans and machines
decreases with M , effectively converging to the SINR in the orthogonal scheme as M → ∞.
Also, the pre-log factor becomes dominant with increasing M as the system starts to operate
in the bandwidth limited region at higher M values contrary to lower M values in which the
system is in the power limited region. The difference between SC-2 and SC-3 is due to the fact
that once the machines are active in a CI, the humans have to wait for their training with SC-2
which degrades the performance of SC-2, especially at higher Rh.
So far, we have assumed that machines are allocated non-orthogonal pilots. However, by
scheduling active machines over multiple CIs, it is possible to allocate orthogonal pilots to
each device in the system. Fig. 8 illustrates the rate regions obtained under an orthogonal
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Fig. 8. Comparison of rate regions for max-min rates between orthogonal and non-orthogonal pilot allocation for machines
with K = 50 devices (Kh = 5, Km = 45), M = 200 BS antennas, and coherence interval length N = 100.
pilot allocation (OPA) setup and provides comparison with the non-orthogonal pilot allocation
schemes. The orthogonal pilots to machines are allocated as follows, at each CI only a group of
machines, consisting of nine devices for this particular example, are active. Hence, over five CIs
each device can be served and can utilize orthogonal pilots. We assume that humans are active in
all of CIs and they are always allocated orthogonal pilots. The resulting rate regions are depicted
in Fig. 8, which are obtained under a setup with M = 200 BS antennas, and a coherence interval
length of N = 100. The results reveals that non-orthogonal pilot allocation schemes, especially
SC-3 performs better than OPA, except for a small region. However, it should be noted that in
the simulations the overhead signaling cost required by the OPA due to scheduling is ignored.
Fig. 9 illustrates the rate regions obtained for the three schemes when different receivers are
utilized for humans. The ZF receiver has a better performance compared to MRC, under all of
the considered schemes. This is to be expected, as using the ZF receiver, humans experience less
interference from other humans and hence, can achieve the same spectral efficiency with smaller
transmit powers compared to MRC. This in turn, decreases the total interference on machines
and results in a higher capacity region for both humans and machines. Also note that among
the schemes considered, SC-3 provides the best performance.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this work, we consider the problem of accommodating both MTC and HTC in a mMIMO
system and proposed a novel resource allocation scheme along with the analysis of achievable
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Fig. 9. Comparison of rate regions for max-min rates between MRC and ZF receiver for humans, under a setup with K = 50
devices (Kh = 5, Km = 45), M = 200 BS antennas, and coherence interval length N = 100.
rates for HTC and MTC. The characteristic of MTC makes the traditional orthogonal pilot
assignment method not feasible and non-orthogonal pilots must be considered. The optimal
design of non-orthogonal pilots is addressed in the first part of this work which reveal WBE
sequences are optimal in terms of mean-square channel estimation error. The numerical anal-
ysis not only validates the theoretical results on the optimality of WBE sequences but also
demonstrates that significant performance gains are possible in terms of spectral efficiency using
WBE sequences for channel estimation. Moreover, two non-orthogonal schemes (SC-2 and SC-3)
which allows a BS to serve machines and humans simultaneously are considered and compared
with an orthogonal scheme (SC-1) which serves machines and humans in different coherence
intervals. The ergodic spectral efficiency expressions for humans and machines in each scheme
are derived. The analysis shows that mMIMO is a key technology for enabling MTC in cellular
networks thanks to the large array gain and spatial multiplexing.
APPENDIX A
WELCH BOUND EQUALITY SEQUENCES
Let b1, . . . ,bn be a set of unit norm vectors in C
d where n ≥ d. Then, a lower bound on the
cross correlation of vectors, known as the Welch bound, is given by
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
|bHi bj|2 ≥
n2
d
, (74)
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and any sequence of vectors which satisfies the bound with equality is called Welch bound
equality sequence.
APPENDIX B
PROOF OF LEMMA 5
First, we consider the rate expression for the humans. The terms in (49) are given by
E [yks
∗
k] =
√
Mβkpk, ∀k ∈ Kh, (75)
and
E
[|yk|2] = 1
γk
(∑
k′∈Kh
βk′pk′ + σ
2
)
+Mβkpk, ∀k ∈ Kh. (76)
Similarly, for the machines, we have
E [yks
∗
k] =
√
Mβkpk, ∀k ∈ Km, (77)
and
E
[|yk|2] =E


∣∣∣∣∣
∑
k′∈Km
vHk hk′
√
pk′βk′sk′ + v
H
k z
∣∣∣∣∣
2

 , (78)
=
∑
k′∈Km
E
[∣∣vHk hk′∣∣2] pk′βk′ + σ2E [‖vk‖2] , (79)
=Mpkβk +
1
γ¯k
( ∑
k′∈Km
pk′βk′ + σ
2
)
+M
∑
k′∈Kkm
pk′qk′β
2
k′Eφ
[∣∣ϕHk′ϕk∣∣2]
qkβk
, ∀k ∈ Km.
(80)
The computation of expectations can be carried out by using techniques introduced in [28] and
[13].
APPENDIX C
PROOF OF LEMMA 6
SC-2 rate expressions are very similar to SC-1. The difference is that the training and data
transmission of both humans and machines are concurrently carried out. The rate expression for
the humans can be derived by computing
E [yks
∗
k] =
√
Mβkpk, ∀k ∈ Kh, (81)
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and
E
[|yk|2] = 1
γk
(∑
k′∈K
βk′pk′ + σ
2
)
+Mβkpk, ∀k ∈ Kh. (82)
The terms in (49) for the machines are given as follows,
E [yks
∗
k] =
√
Mβkpk, ∀k ∈ Km, (83)
and
E
[|yk|2] =E


∣∣∣∣∣
∑
k′∈K
vHk hk′
√
pk′βk′sk′ + v
H
k z
∣∣∣∣∣
2

 , (84)
=
∑
k′∈K
E
[∣∣vHk hk′∣∣2] pk′βk′ + σ2E [‖vk‖2] , (85)
=Mpkβk +
1
γ¯k
(∑
k′∈K
pk′βk′ + σ
2
)
+M
∑
k′∈Kkm
pk′qk′β
2
k′Eφ
[∣∣ϕHk′ϕk∣∣2]
qkβk
, ∀k ∈ Km. (86)
APPENDIX D
PROOF OF LEMMA 7
In SC-3, we need to compute two rate expressions for humans, which correspond to the
achievable rate during machines training and data transmission. In both cases, we have,
E [yks
∗
k] =
√
Mβkpk, ∀k ∈ Kh. (87)
The achievable rate of humans, during the machines training, i.e., while machines are transmitting
their Nmp -length pilots, is given by
E
[|yk|2] = 1
γk
(∑
k′∈Kh
βk′pk′ +
∑
k′∈Km
βk′qk′ + σ
2
)
+Mβkpk, ∀k ∈ Kh, (88)
and when both machines and humans are transmitting data, is given by
E
[|yk|2] = 1
γk
(∑
k′∈K
βk′pk′ + σ
2
)
+Mβkpk, ∀k ∈ Kh. (89)
Note that, since the interference level during human data transmission may change based on
whether the machines are transmitting pilots or data, the humans needs to employ two different
codebooks with different modulation and coding scheme. Another possibility is to employ
identical power control during the pilot and data transmission of machines.
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In SC-3, the LMMSE estimate of the machines is not the true MMSE estimate since after
de-spreading, the resulting signal is not Gaussian. The terms in (49) for the machines can be
computed as follows:
E [yks
∗
k] =
√
Mβkpk, ∀k ∈ Km, (90)
and
E
[|yk|2] =E


∣∣∣∣∣
∑
k′∈K
vHk hk′
√
pk′βk′sk′ + v
H
k z
∣∣∣∣∣
2

 , (91)
=
∑
k′∈K
E
[∣∣vHk hk′∣∣2] pk′βk′ + σ2E [‖vk‖2] , (92)
=Mpkβk +
1
γ¯k
(∑
k′∈K
pk′βk′ + σ
2
)
+M
∑
k′∈Kkm
pk′qk′β
2
k′Eφ
[∣∣ϕHk′ϕk∣∣2]
qkβk
(93)
+M
∑
k′∈Kh
p2k′β
2
k′
Nmp qkβk
, ∀k ∈ Km. (94)
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